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For deal 
professionals, 
relationships matter. 
Bankers, advisors, lenders, and investors have long recognized the need to invest in 
relationship building to fully realize their goals (e.g., increased deal flow, more closed 
deals, greater visibility, new business, excellent referrals).

Deal professionals invest thousands each year in booths, marketing literature, and 
personnel to make the most of their attendance at events across the country. They 
spend a significant amount of time, money, and human resources on the road. 
They network over countless lunches and introductory meetings to make sure 
potential new clients or portfolio companies know where to find them when the 
moment is right.

Imagine if, after spending all that time and money, firms placed their conference 
booths in the hallway or wore noise-cancelling headphones during the sessions. Or 
what if they refused to speak with people they already knew at the conference — 
because they already knew them? What if their sole criteria for success was how 
many new names they gathered (regardless of whether any of those names ever 
followed up with them)? 

Clearly this would be a poor use of resources, unhelpful to closing new deals and 
ultimately detrimental to both new and existing relationships. Yet this is precisely 
the approach some take to managing their online presence. 
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Today’s Relationships 
Start Online  
No, we’re not talking about Facebook, Tinder, or Match.com. Today, online 
networking dominates the business world too. Being online isn’t a choice 

— it’s a requirement. 

We asked over 750 business professionals who run, advise, or invest in private 
businesses how they are using digital tools in the transactional space1. The survey 
results show that neglecting to manage your online presence or failing to integrate 
your online and offline footprints could be damaging to how potential partners 
perceive you — and lead to missed deals.

Three important trends emerged from the survey results: 

1. The web is now the first part of the deal process. 

2. Professionals are seeking digital information and connections.

3. The online world is heating up competition for the best deals.

The First Move Is Online 
What’s the first thing deal professionals do after being introduced to someone new? 
The same thing everyone else does — they look them up online. Ninety-two percent 
of professionals start by looking up the person and the firm on the web. 

FIRST STEP FOR A NEW CONTACT

Do nothing

Discuss with a mutual contact

Go online

92%

6% 2%

1 Respondents included Axial Concord attendees and subscribers to Axial’s Forum. All 
respondents self-identified as either a business owner/CEO, investor/buyer, lender, intermediary/
advisor, or other type of deal professional. Results were collected between September 30 and 
October 5, 2014.
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Only 6% of the respondents indicated that their first step would be to ask a mutual 
contact for information. 

Going online is also the first touchpoint for 89% of CEOs when it comes to 
researching a potential financial or business partner. Thirty-six percent of CEOs 
Google the person’s name, 35% go straight to a company’s website, and 16% turn to 
LinkedIn. Only 11% depend on word of mouth (e.g., finding a mutual contact to ask 
about the person in question). 

Most deal professionals say they will go to a company’s website first (48%), but a 
significant portion will use Google (27%) or LinkedIn (18%) to begin their research. 
Interestingly, professional networks like LinkedIn are more popular with capital 
providers — 23% of lenders, investors, and acquirers use it for their first touch, vs. 
15% of intermediaries (advisors and bankers).  

FIRST STEP FOR A NEW CONTACT

Online
Look them up on LinkedIn

Online
Google their name

Online
Go to their website

Offline 
Find a mutual contact 
to ask about them

Do Nothing

CEO/
Business 
Owner

Intermediary/
Advisor

Investor/Buyer Lender

20%

0%

40%

60%

80%

100%

The data show there is widespread use of online search, web 
platforms, and networks when beginning or considering 
business relationships. Deal professionals should invest in 
both inbound and outbound online business development 
channels to capture interest and manage the information 
available about their own businesses. 

92% of deal 
professionals 
look up new 
contacts online 
before doing 
anything else.
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The Value of Online Tools: Research, Networking, and Marketing
While the vast majority of deal professionals and CEOs engage with online tools and social 
media, their specific strategies for doing so can vary. Thirty-nine percent of all respondents 
(41% of deal professionals and 27% of CEOs) primarily use online tools to aid with research 
and evaluating information. Capital providers in particular use online and social tools 
to unlock networking advantages (37% vs. 26% of intermediaries). Meanwhile, 26% of 
intermediaries perceive marketing as the number one opportunity online. 

PRIMARY ONLINE STRATEGY

Networking with partners/customers

Research and evaluating information

Marketing company/services

Creating competitive advantage

29%

23%39%

9%

We start to see differences among CEOs and the transaction professionals that serve 
them when we look at how each group uses online tools for networking and information 
sharing. Thirty-two percent of deal professionals say networking with partners and 
customers is the single biggest opportunity that online channels provide. Some CEOs, on 
the other hand, are more bullish on using online channels to market their company’s 
product and services (34%). Still, 21% of CEOs agree that networking is the number one 
opportunity afforded by technology and social media. 

Networking with
partners/customers

Marketing 
company/services

Creating competitive
advantage

Research and
evaluating information

CEO/
Business 
Owner

Intermediary/
Advisor

Investor/Buyer Lender
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PRIMARY ONLINE STRATEGY

The web is now 
the first step 
in the deal 
process.
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Increased Competition
According to survey respondents, the use of online strategies and tools has also 
accelerated competition within the private capital markets.

PERCEPTION OF COMPETITION

Decreasing

Staying the same

Increasing

62%

34%

4%

Thanks to the internet, deal professionals and business owners are no longer 
confined to specific geographies or personal networks; they can now reach 
potential counterparties all across the country. As a result, an overwhelming 62% 
of respondents indicated that competition was increasing for their respective 
businesses. Being discoverable online is critical both to stay relevant in the face of 
new competitors, and to take advantage of the increased opportunity available. 
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Integrate Your Offline and 
Online Presence
It’s helpful to look at your online presence and activities as an extension 
of who you are and what you do offline. The relationships you create 
via online networks should be a reflection of those you build in real 
life. Conferences are a great way to create awareness and build visibility. 
Online networks enable you to do the same thing year-round, without a 
huge investment. 

LinkedIn, for instance, has over 100 million different users. Updating your company 
information, posting updates to your activity feeds regularly, and networking is a 
great way to extend and deepen existing relationships — as well as create new ones. 

Dealmakers and business owners can also use Axial to correspond with thousands 
of potential relationships. A little bit of proactivity can go a long way. We sometimes 
see capital providers passively review all deals that bankers send, without 
responding to the banker. This is a great opportunity to build a wider network; even 
if this deal isn’t a fit, the next one might be. Bankers, meanwhile, will sometimes do 
due diligence on potential buyer relationships — but never pick up the phone and 
introduce themselves. 

The most successful Axial members work to integrate their online and offline 
presence. It’s important to establish relevance in real life with marketing efforts, 
in-person meetings, and networking lunches. But taking time to invest in an online 
presence is also crucial. Ensure that your LinkedIn and Axial profiles are up-to-
date and be as responsible and available as possible in these growing networks. 
Awareness isn’t just driven through one channel, whether online or off. 

The online world is really just a conference — a very big one, with a potentially 
astronomical ROI. Your firm’s business development efforts should integrate in-
person efforts with online channels. Strategize how you can best leverage social 
networks, online platforms, and owned media to leverage your offline activities. Use 
technology to establish, further, and maintain relationships and to share relevant 
happenings and content. 

Your online relationships 
should be a reflection of 
your real-life relationships. 
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Optimize for SEO
Once you have established a strategically sound online presence, make 
sure that CEOs and deal professionals can find you. Does your website 
show up instantly when someone searches for you online? It should! 

Whether you provide capital or provide services to business owners, you likely spend 
a considerable amount of your budget, time, and networking energy getting the word 
out there on what your firm offers and when you should be remembered. If you are 
not discoverable online, all of those efforts will be compromised. (Remember: 89% of 
CEOs look potential contacts up online before doing anything else!) 

Focus on search engine optimization (“SEO”) to ensure you are discoverable online. 
SEO is the process of improving your online presence to increase the number of 
visitors from search engines that arrive on your website. 

Effective implementation of an SEO strategy will boost your rankings on search 
engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc.) and can dramatically improve your inbound 
business development and origination efforts. The higher you rank, and the more 
frequently you appear in search results, the more visitors your website will receive. 

Whether you’re already employing SEO tactics or are just hearing about the 
concept, the tutorial below will walk you through the essentials of optimizing your 
online presence.

The higher you 
rank in search 
results, the more 
inbound business 
opportunities you 
will receive. 
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Tips to Improve Your SEO Ranking
J Know your target keywords: Since SEO emphasizes higher ranking in 

online searches, you must identify the search terms for which you want 
to appear. For example, if you are an investor focused on middle market 
industrials businesses, it might be most effective to focus your SEO efforts 
around keywords like “middle market industrials.” Google’s Keyword Planner 
is a great tool for identifying high-value keywords.

J Play up your location for your audience searching locally: Many people 
begin online searches focused on their current location. For example, if you 
are an investment banker based in Chicago, try and rank for “investment 
bankers Chicago.”

J Provide industry-specific information about your objectives: Even if 
you are a generalist firm, it will be extremely difficult to rank for a popular 
term like “private equity.” Instead, consider “long-tail” keywords — i.e., more 
specific search teams that likely have less competition. Create separate 
pages within your website that focus on each of your industries and/or 
specialties to improve your rank for these keywords. 

J Create original online content: Great content is arguably the most 
important element of SEO. Google prefers unique and long content (like 
insightful blog articles) and will reward your site ranking for a robust content 
engine. (If you are interested in sharing your expertise more widely, you can 
become a Forum contributor!) 

J Modernize your website: If your website hasn’t been updated in the 
last five years, your SEO ranking is almost certainly low. Google regularly 
changes its SEO algorithm; ranking high in search results requires regular 
modifications to the front end and back end of your website. It may be 
helpful to hire an SEO consultant to check the architecture of your site and 
optimize title and header tags.

http://www.axial.net/axial-blog/announcing-expert-publishing-axials-forum/
http://www.axial.net/axial-blog/announcing-expert-publishing-axials-forum/
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Just as you put effort into finding the right networking venues and projecting the 
right persona offline, so you should strive to create an up-to-date, informative, and 
searchable online persona. 

A little bit of attention to online integration and SEO on a regular basis can go a 
long way. The return on investment will be worth it. An active, strategic online 
presence helps you expand your network, foster new relationships, and ultimately 
close more deals. 

Axial Can Help With SEO
Using Axial is a great way to supplement your SEO efforts. Axial classifies 
information about your firm, past experience, and current criteria into 
profiles and categories that are easy for search engines to crawl. 

To increase your search ranking and help business owners and deal 
professionals find you more easily, include this information in the public 
version of your Axial profile. Axial members are also included in Axial’s 
directory of deal professionals, which is categorized by geography and 
industry and indexed publicly.


